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Status of Document: Postponed in Part

Number of releases of previously postponed information: 18
Reason for Board Action: The Review Board's decision was premised on several factors including: (a) the significant historical interest in the document in question; (b) the absence of evidence that the release of the information would cause harm to the United States or to any individual.

Number of Postponements: 6

Postponement # 1 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Postponement # 2 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Postponement # 3 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.
Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Postponement # 4 (Page 1):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Postponement # 5 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Postponement # 6 (Page 2):

Reason for Board Action: The text is redacted because it discusses sources and methods that properly may be withheld under Section 6(1)(B) of the JFK Act.

Substitute Language: Crypt
Release Date: 12/2005

Board Review Completed: 12/13/95
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[R] - ITEM IS RESTRICTED
SECRET

IMMEDIATE DIR INFO IMMEDIATE GNVA CITE BERN 2494

SECRET 262005Z

RECEIVED BY ODENVY REP BERN FROM INANITION AT SAME TIME AS MEMO
FORWARDED REF A, INANITION AND ODENVY REP BERN INTERNAL
REFERENCE NUMBERS OMITTED.

OSWALD LEE HARVEY, BORN 18 OCTOBER 1939 AT NEW ORLEANS/USA.
IN VIEW OF THE RECENT AND TRAGIC DEVELOPMENTS WE HAVE AGAIN
CONTACTED THE "ALBERT SCHWEITZER COLLEGE" AT CHURWALDEN FOR
POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT ALL CORRESPONDENCE WHICH HAD BEEN
EXCHANGED WITH THE COLLEGE BY SUBJECT AND HIS MOTHER WAS
FORWARDED, IN MARCH 1961, TO JIM WRIGHT, MEMBER OF CONGRESS,
WASHINGTON D.C., ON REQUEST OF SUBJECT'S MOTHER.
WE FELT THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATION MIGHT ASSIST YOU IN THE PRESENT
INVESTIGATION.

2. KUBARK ONLY: EXAM OF ODENVY AND INANITION MEMO REFERENCE DATA
INDICATES ODENVY REP BERN QUERIED INANITION RE LEE HARVEY OSWALD
D: 200-5-41

SECRET

26 NOV 63
FIRST ON 16 JUNE 60, THEN AGAIN 28 JULY 61, THAT INANITION
REPLIED 29 SEPT 60, THEN AGAIN 20 OCTOBER 60. WHEN ELMARD
NOTED ABOVE AND QUERIED ODENVY REP BERN LATTER REPLIED THAT
ORIGINAL QUERY RE OSWALD ORIGINATED FROM ODENVY REP PARIS. SPECFUL
ODENVY CHECKED PARIS AND BERN IN CONNECTION PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH
FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE INCLUDING OSWALD.

3. KUBARK ONLY: SIGNIFICANCE OF REFERENCE TO ALBERT
SCHWEITZER COLLEGE AT CHURWALDEN NOT KNOWN TO STATION.
QUICK CHECK STATION FILES SHOWS NO TRACES. CHECK PHONE BOOK SHOWS
COLLEGE LISTED AT CHURWALDEN, GRAUBUENDEN.
4. WILL REVIEW ABOVE ASPECTS OSWALD CASE WITH ODENVY REP BERN
ON 27 NOVEMBER. ADVISE ANY HQS GUIDELINES.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *Forwarded information on Marina Nikolaeva Oswald, wife
of Lee Harvey Oswald, which was volunteered by Moroccan student
Mohamed Reggab.

**Forwarded station comments on INANITION (2) memo
concerning Richard Thomas Gibson, who was acquainted with Oswald.
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1. FOLLOWING IS COMPLETE TEXT OF SECOND MEMO RECEIVED FROM ODENVY REP BERN FROM INANITION AT SAME TIME AS MEMO
FORWARDED REF A, INANITION AND ODENVY REP BERN INTERNAL
REFERENCE NUMBERS OMITTED.

OSWALD LEE HARVEY, BORN 18 OCTOBER 1939 AT NEW ORLEANS/USA.
IN VIEW OF THE RECENT AND TRAGIC DEVELOPMENTS WE HAVE AGAIN
CONTACTED THE "ALBERT SCHWEITZER COLLEGE" AT CHURWALDEN FOR
POSSIBLE ADDITIONAL INFORMATION.
IT HAS BEEN FOUND THAT ALL CORRESPONDANCE WHICH HAD BEEN
EXCHANGED WITH THE COLLEGE BY SUBJECT AND HIS MOTHER WAS
FORWARDED, IN MARCH 1961, TO JIM WRIGHT, MEMBER OF CONGRESS,
WASHINGTON D.C., ON REQUEST OF SUBJECT'S MOTHER.
WE FELT THAT THE ABOVE INFORMATION MIGHT ASSIST YOU IN THE PRESENT
INVESTIGATION.

2. KUBARK ONLY: EXAM OF ODENVY AND INANITION MEMO REFERENCE DATA
INDICATES ODENVY REP BERN QUERIED INANITION REF LEE HARVEY OSWALD
26 Nov 63

SECRET

REPRODUCTION BY OTHER THAN THE ISSUING OFFICE IS PROHIBITED

CLASSIFICATION REVIEW
CONDUCTED ON 24 MAY 1976
E IMPDET BY O. 22.08
FIRST ON 16 JUNE 62, THEN AGAIN 28 JULY 61, THAT INANITION
REPLIED 29 SEPT 62, THEN AGAIN 20 OCTOBER 62, WHEN ELMARD
VOTED ABOVE AND QUERIED ODENVY REP BERN LATTER REPLIED THAT
ORIGINAL QUERY RE OSWALD ORIGINATED FROM ODENVY REP PARIS. SPECULATE
ODENVY CHECKED PARIS AND BERN IN CONNECTION PERSONS ASSOCIATED WITH
FAIR PLAY FOR CUBA COMMITTEE INCLUDING OSWALD.

3. KUBARK ONLY: SIGNIFICANCE OF REFERENCE TO ALBERT
SCHWEITZER COLLEGE AT CHURWALDEN NOT KNOWN TO STATION.

QUICK CHECK STATION FILES SHOWS NO TRACES. CHECK PHONE BOOK SHOWS
COLLEGE LISTED AT CHURWALDEN, GRAUBUENDEN.

4. WILL REVIEW ABOVE ASPECTS OSWALD CASE WITH ODENVY REP BERN
ON 27 NOVEMBER. ADVISE ANY HQS GUIDELINES.

SECRET

C/S COMMENT: *Forwarded information on Marina Nikolaeva Oswald, "wife
"of Lee Harvey Oswald, which was volunteered by Moroccan student
Mohamed Reggab.

**Forwarded station comments on INANITION (2) memo
concerning Richard Thomas Gibson, who was acquainted with Oswald.